CUSTOM EQUIPMENT

ONE OF A KIND CUSTOM EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURING FROM YOUR PLANS
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURER
6 US & FOREIGN PATENTS
EQUIPMENT LOCATED IN OVER 60 COUNTRIES

We can build anything you need and even help you figure it out!

CUSTOM EQUIPMENT
IF IT CAN BE MADE OF METAL
WE CAN MAKE IT FOR YOU.
Using your plans or with a joint cooperate effort
to design and develop exactly what you need.

Larger versions of the Grizzly for pond and landfill applications
Larger versions for stabilization applications
Hover head mounting for cable systems
Other special equipment needs for Synthetics up to 40 feet wide

Multiple Roll Installations of Shorter Rolls.
Roll Pullers for special roll sizes and weights.
Special conversion plates for equipment attachments.
Custom trailers for equipment, cars, boats or other.
Custom forklift attachments for single to triple carpet poles.
Special structures from design.

DESIGN SERVICES:
If you don’t know what you need -
We can help you figure it out!

CONSULTING
Jobsite, Education, Training, Supervision.

PRICES FOR CUSTOM EQUIPMENT
$1000 TO OVER A $1,000,000
$3,500 to $25,000 for multiple roll installers
$5,000 - $25,000 for fork lift multiple pole attachments
$25,000 to $250,000 for 10 - 40 foot membrane installers
$5,000 to over $1,000,000 for special structures
$5,000 to $10,000 revise previously owned installer

PRICES FOR DESIGN SERVICES:
All Consulting is based on Consulting Fees
$3,500 per day
plus travel expenses, airlines, transfers, hotel, taxi’s, 50% meals
3 day minimum including two days travel

ENGINEERING DESIGN SERVICES
By Quotation
Minimum Project $10,000 plus costs
copies, drawings, prints, shipping, postage, phone & other
All Changes after start by Revised Quotation

Phone & Fax 619-222-5111 ● E-Mail: m@gacco.com
● Website: www.gacco.com
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